A book to guide future HR professionals

Author Aparna Sharma launches her book at Bhojpur Club

DB Post correspondent

Bhopal: ‘Reality bites - the role of HR in today’s world’, a book written by Aparna Sharma, was released at a book launch programme organized by CII young Indians at Bhojpur Club on Friday.

Chairman of CII young Indians, Rakesh Sukhramani, said that the book is like a guidebook for students who aspire to become HR professionals in the future.

The book contains 10 chapters on HR management and how it contributes to effective talent management. Sharma said the book contains the entire lifecycle of an employee, right from recruitment to retention, competency mapping to rewards and, finally, best policies for succession and exit. The book provides practical knowledge to the readers and is running worldwide on kindle, amazon and flipkart. The Hindi version of the book will be launched on Saturday.

Sharma completed her post graduation in personnel management and industrial relations from Mumbai’s Tata Institute of Social Sciences. She has been part of the HR team at Nocil, Monsanto, Novartis, UCB, Deutsche Bank and Lafarge for 20 years.